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",t:'\h,,~m.here because I am the Chairman of the Law Reform Commission. The L.aw

. -Rpmmission is a Federal body established by. the AJJstralianParliament with the

.tG~(al1 political parties to review, modernise and simplify Federal laws. There are

·,aw,c;reformhodies.- In Victoria, there are three: the Law Reform Commissioner (Sir

"';;;~gue), t,he Statute Law Revision Committee (hended by Mr. Aurel ,Smith M.F.)
~:~., . ,'--..

'P€t.rt7tim.e cC!mmittee known as the Chief Justice's Law Reform Committee. There
-~~~-'- .

;"w.f..eform bodies in every other State of AUstralia. Most countries of .the world which
;<V,-'-.•. '

";:alegal system that can be traced to the common law of England have now set up law

'\~,~?fiieS to help,~o/ir respective legislatures to update and si~PlifY the laws.

Inevitably, the law tends to speak to each generation in the language, and

.;'.,~.:.t.he value.s, of an.earlier generation. The law is. overwhelrrlingly a conservatising

,":,-f'.•r.a,wyers tend themselves to, be cautious and, cons~rvative by disposition and

~~,H~tion.

Great forces are at work in our society today whic~ necessi~te reform and

';~'modernisation of the legal system. Among the relevant changes i that are occurring are

'tht,ee which can be readily identifieq:

First, the increasing power of government, its age,odes and officials, to make

decisions affecting all of us.

Secondly, the increasing influence of the modern business corporation, adopting

new methods of operations that render laws developed in earlier times inadequate

or irrelevant..
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Thirdly, the impacfof changing'social values and moral perceptions. The business

you are in, education, is inevitably playing its part in developing a community that

is better informed, more questioning and more inclined'to reject old values and

former ways of doing things.

Each of these important changes comes upon a society with a legal base

developed for earlier times, to meet the problem's of earlier"generations. Yet none of the

··forces which I have so fBi' ide~tified has anything" like the impact" on society as the

changes brought about by modern science and technology promise to do. Science and_

technology constitute the most dynamic force for legal change which is at work in our

cou~try today. Technological change waits for no lawyer and no lawmaker-. Technologib~.1

. changes occur, often without warning. They tend to outstrip the ability and inclination of

the lawmaker to adjust~ Indeed, they cast doubt on the- capacity of our· institutions to

meet thec~ntempor·a1'-ypreSsures for ·chang~.

LaW reform bodies· have been established to -help meet this institut1oria1;-~

problem. They are among the institutio"ns of lawmaking of -the modern st~te. TheYd~:n~>t .

themselves m~ke laws. They propose ,new laws to the Executive Government and too: tll~i--_":·..
Parliaments to which they report.

Almost everyAne of the references received by the Australian Law Refo"~m:'~·

Commission reflects, in one way or another, the growing importance of science and

technology in the lives of all of us, and in the life- of the law. Before, however, I deal with

the effects 'of technological change' and illustrate them from the reports of the ta~'_- :,.
Reform Commission ·and of other Australian ·law reform bodies, let me say a few wo'r:di:-"·~

about the Australian Law Reform Commission itself.

THE AUSTRALIAN LAW REFORM COfl:llVIISSION

The Commission is established to advise the Federal Attorney-GenerBl atFa::;>
Parliament on the reform, modernisation and simplification of Federal laws in Australia.

There are"11 Commissioners, four of whom are full-time. Sir Zelman Cowen, who tias'-~long)

interested himself in the relationship between law. and technology, was, until his

appointment as C:;overnor-Gen.eral, a part:....time Law Commissioner. In the early' ~a~ of

the Commission, it had the participation of Mr. Justice Brennan, who earlier this yeaf was-_

appointed to be a Justice of the High Court of Australia. Mr. Justice-Brennan has w'rittep

specifically about laVl, ethi~s and medicine, one of the important matters to whi~H w~:::·

must turn.! The most recently appointe.d Member of the Commission is Mr. Justice

Neasey of the Supreme Court of Tasmania. He is now a part-time Comrnissioner~
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,';ion is a body of lawyers, from different branches of the legal profession and

~~ck-tS; "of the country, working on tasks assigned to it by the Federal

':~en~rai. I~ rationale is the improvement of our legal system.
'," "

..The'::-Commission prepares reports, many of which have been picked up and

:t~-(l~:bOth 'nt-a Federal.and State ievel.2 Before doing so, however, it engages in

. fth::the expert and lay community ab9ut the defects in the current law and the

l~h' those de!ects can be cured.

'h~""Commission represents_.n modest investment in law improvement. In'

-tB'5the- Commissioners, there is a staff- of 19. We endeavour to supplement our

._._~:?tO-ihfuse the perspectives of non-lawyers by the appointment of consultants,
gQn,~an'·'honorary ·basis. Many of our consultants have come from ·dis.ciplines quite

';:\tl1~> law: psychologists, expert surgeons, computer scientists, media' personnel,
_.-,~-,- - .
: ~~n~,.~ug rehabilitation, moral philosophers and theologians and so on•.

. ::-(Tne 'range' of subject matters upon which the Commission has been asked to

76r"is at' present working, is wide. It includes complaints against the police; ·the

~of(~riminarinvestigation procedures, th~ law relating to alcohol, drugs and driving,

1m·:of:cdebt recovery procedures and insolvency law,. the law relating'to human ~issue-•..J.:-_~_;-,, __ -. '. _,

'~n,:-~piantation, the l~w on defamation and privacy, the law governing the compulsory

~~:'4isitf6ri'Of property by the Commonwealth, laws on sentencing, laws on insurance, laws

~J~~~i.t:lg to class actions and standing to sue in the courts, child welfare law reformiand

h~':;latest'taskon the comprehensive reform of the law of evidence.. In many ways our

;~~ difficult task is that which raises the question of whether Aboriginal customary laws

aUld be recognised in some way by our legal system. This is a difficult issue for it raises
.; .-C':, _ I

issue' of the whole rationale and purpose at the legal system and ways in which social

_ ~'~'Ein be maintained in' a diverse and multicultural community.
n~3;!i)

The advent of new technology presents problems for the lawmaker and the law

:~~:~·~·fc'brmer.But it also presents solutions. I want to deal with these features in turn. Putting

,~it_'-:,broadlY, th~ three· chief scientific and technological for-ces that are at work in the

;~ ;-.\";6tld today may conveniently be collected under the following heads:

energy sciences;

biological sciences; and

information sciences~

I will deal briefly and in turn with each of them.
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LAW'REFORM AND ENERGY TECHNOLOGY

No task yet assigned to 'the Australian Law Reform Commission has been

specific to the impact on the law 'of one of the most pressing of contemporary problems:

the energy ·crisis. Yet one law reform body in Australia has already addressed this'

problem. There is no 'doubt that energy law, and specifically,nuclear laW,. will be a growing··

issue for lawyers and law reformers of the future.

The rapid depletion of the world's fossil fuels and the controversies surroun.ding

alternative sources of mankind's energy needs caught the attention ~f law reformers.;in

Australia when a sub-committee of the Law Reform Committee of South Austi:.a1htJ;;
(S.A.L.R.C.),known as the Committee on Law "and Solar- "Energy,'wBs set up by~,tlle~:,-~~

Government of that State in September 1976. The sub-committee issued ,a cliscussion·.p~p.~t:'"

titled Solar Energy and the L~w in .South Australia-3. The paper addresses the legal:/>_,

problems fa~ing and likely to faeethe 'potential increase in the use of solar energY';:,-1:b~:~i!

Chairman of the B.A.L.R.C., Mr. Justice Zelling led the committee which comprisedJVIr~:.

D. Bollen' Q.C., an officer 'of the Department of 'Mines and Energy, the' Deark:9f

Engineering in the University of Ade.laide and a Senior Lecturer inj'hysics at Fli~9~.r~sj

University. Oonsultantshave been appointed with scientific skills. The Committee:waS,f.'&&'C

truly inter-disciplinary exercise, as many law r,eform tasks in Australia inevitablybecome.~~;i:"

The terms of reference on solar energy required the S.A.L.R.C. to considel" '·.'ii"

Ie'gal problems facing the increased use of sola~ energy;

rights' of access to solar radiation;

building and planning implications;

consumer protection for energy'appliances;.

control of solar radiation.

., :";.i::· .~~§~~~'
The committee issued 22 tentative conclusions. Amongst these was an OpinIOn tha:tth~:'Y

. .".,...... '.

direct use'of the sun could contribute u~ to 12% of Australia's energy requirements by/,t1)e'~;:

year '2000. This could include 70% of energy requirements ·for water heating and '50;;,~;?;,·.'·

of household energy. Various suggestions were made for building design, .:rem,ciV~"~~'

government taxes on solar equipment and encouragement of research on applicatio!lsi9,.,

solar energy. The establishment of an Energy Advisory Service to assist consumer~~
builders and architects was proposed. Present pUblic authorities (electricitYan9.:gas},;Vi"g~~

urged to play an important part in encoura~ng the alternative use of solar en~r:~~:~:·;~
appropriate tariff- structures.
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-;he~adaptation of the law of easements to ensure a right of access to the sun

k~>A.ithough it is relatively simple to define the scope of the unimpeded access
~<},:~'~lf solar collectors effectively, it is not SO simple, according to the

>:tt/~~ggesthow an individual right to such access could be implemented.

~II1',:B;9dition to various comments' on planning law, building codes and the like,

.£::*:b~ called attention to the need for better funding of research and

':_<'~,t":~:~ solar energy in Australia. It stressed that the present expenditure by the

';~:~lth" Government for solar energy research and development was low when

(f;,:;~_th expenditure overseas. The need for government in~entives and for

';!iq-D 'between Federal and State efforts within Australia to encourage solar

.;,K~nergy c~nservationwas declared to be 'essential'.

__,.: ,G,ommenting on United States sun laws, the committee concluded:
.:;~L;:·r'

_.::'J;'he intense American interest in legislation to faciiitate the use of solar

celler"", which has excited a similar interest here, may be misleading. Much of

legislation in the United States is in the nature of appropriation or funding

or in the form of general statements of intention, which would be

~xpressed administratively, rather than in legislation in this country. The New

Act~~i~g with sun rights, ••• would for instance be regarded as too

r.or legislative implementation here. This ~s not to say that American

. actions have no relevance to Australia, and for this reason, they are still

examined by th~ Committee even if they are precedents for actions [rather]

;than legislation here.4

;':;~)1i{:-~~scussion paper was a striking first for. the S.A.L.R.C. and for law reform in

::-;~dulS:i.riuia.-lt is an indication of the newfields which law re.form in Australia must pioneer.

-'Tr~ 014 days of purely technical, policy-free law reform seem to have gone. The impact of

J~_~~n9.,~.ogy ~m the law and on society, with "multiple policy im[)licmtions, requires much

:~~~rEf~f law reform today.

LAW REFORM AND BIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGY

Even more pUZZling and difficult are the problems presented to the law

reformer by the remarl<able advances of new biological sciences. There are many

proble~s here and most of them catch our society and "its lawmakers- unprepared for the

di~ficult moral questions that are posed. The intractable nature of these issues is admitted

every time a speaker turns his attention to them. In 1978 Sir Roger Ormrod, a Lord Justice

of Appeal of England, and himself a trained physician, delivered his paper, 'A Lawyer
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Looks at Medical Ethics'. He suggested that part of the problem of resolving the

profcllmdly difficult moral questions that arise in ever-increasing number out of 8dva!1c~s. .

in m~dical technology was the fact that 'there have been marked and widespread chang'es
in moral attitudes':

The questioning of accepted knowledge has e~tended to the questioning of

moral attitudes, that is, of course, in the We~tern world, the moral teachin~ of

Christianity. u. This means that the support of a form of authority, ··the ~

accepted moral COde, has largely gone, with the consequence that we are now

faced repeatedly with choices which nave to'be made by each one of us on eB:ch ",

occasion for ourselves, where before ~ittle or no question of choosing wo'Jd "

arise,.5

His Lordship cautioned tha t this obligation of choice should not necessarily be regarded as

a 'regression':

However disturbing and difficult the consequences ~8Y be, the ability i.~ choos~e ,"

imposes immense responsiblities, but it represents one of the greatest
achievements of humanity.6 .Ji.,

No is~ue or~~s kind has attracted so much pUblic attention as the question of

the law relating to abortion. La'.\'s and practices differ profoundly.. For example, ,the West

German Federal Constitutional Court has declared that abortion is an act of killing. 1t

could not, so the Court said, be camouflaged by 'the' description now comm~ri~>
"interruption of pregnancylll.7 On the other hand, in 1973, the United States Supreme

Court laid down a detailed regime to govern the basic rights of the pregnant woman .un,a~'?i'i

the United States Constitution. As to the asserted right of the foetus to life, th~ S~I;t,e,T:~''';0

Court observed:

We need not resolve the difficult question of when life begins. Wh~~'::-.ih"os
": "'_:('",',-r-,

trained in the r.espective disciplines of medicine, philosophy and tlieoi~gy-'a-I:
unable to arrive at a consensus, the judiciary, at this point in 'the devei?~'~:¥.~'·
of man's knowled~e, is not in a position to speculate as to the answer.8 ··.~:::.;i;:~~:~

The counterpart to the fright to life' is the group jn society who would urge the ';ig~f't.t(

die'. vOlunt'ary euthanasia. has lately b'ecome ~ controversial matter in Britain. In:dif~~\l~
. , , , ,'" ': :~.'~r'O;r

the issue has been raised in Australia by an important measure introduced into the,~o~, '

Austr;Uian parli~ment, a Bill for a Natural Death Act. The aim of the measure" ~~Jid:"
~: .~
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We need not resolve the difficult question of when life begins. 

trained in the r.espective disciplines of medicine, philosophy and 

unable to arrive at a consensus, the judiciary, at this point in 'the deve:lo"'iJ)'~~~. 

of manfs knowled~e, is not in a position to speculate as to the answer.8 

The counte~part to the fright to life' is the ~oup jn society who would urge the 

die'. Voluntary .t::uthanasia has lately become a controversial matter in Britain. I';;iifi;cX~l: 
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- ~_ enable persons to make declarations of their desire not to be subjected to

_;>;j-~:~;t~;~ordinary-measures designed artificially to prolong life in the event of a

~ci§~~~\~.~-iline~.
t.t~mmittee of the Legislative Co':!ncil in South Australia reported on the Bill in

J?~r.1980. It is a sign to us that this debate has now reached us in Australia.

.In>.ad~.ition to the issues of life irnd death, and related to them, are other

,~::.P59_l;>1_eTI'!:s of our time. I refer to such developments as test tube fertilisation,

'fi~iaJinserIl~nationgenerally, the alleged develol?ment of an animal/human symbiont in

:ri;"~he- ~;e of host or surrogate mothers, testing of products by the use of clinical
c.;t-}. -: .i: - .

's-'upon;,uryaware patients, and so on•
.:~:,. " .; -. - "

:OrH~. project of the Australian Law ReforJ;Il Commission required tiS to face

~orn~ of the implications of biological· advances. I refer· to the work of the

',- human tissue transplantation.9 'The Commission's report had to grapple

W,fth:i~,.. nU~b~r of the very difficult issues which, ar'e presented when medical- science

$i~',gg~e~-~tl1'e normal tendency of the human body to reject transplantation of organs and

~;tiSS.U-~'·of' ~n~ther. The Commission had to deal, for instance, with the problem of the

;tl~fi~fh~~~f 'death' for legal purr?0ses..The common law approached this definition from
>, ~.~!j' ,:,; - - .
::~.the yiewpoint of common sense. Although the Jaws of Australia and Bri~ain have never

a!~g~'~i~d t~ define 'death' with precision and had left its dia'gnosis to the medical

pr.oJ§ssion, it is generally accepted that the classical criteria for determining death were

the. ~_~~ati?n of respiration and cirCUlation of the blood.. Interpose an artifici~ ventilator

::rt1od~m·-hospital and these criteria become not only irrelevant but. potentially

misc~ievous. In the English case !!-. v. PotterlOa man stopped brea~hing 14 'hours after

having..been admitted to hospital with head injuries sustained in a fight with ~he accused.

H.e -w~!i connected to en artificial respirator for 24 hours, 'after which time a kidney was

removed and transplanted. The respirator was there~fter disconnected and there was no

spontaneous breathing and heartbeat. At the coroner's inquest, the question arose whether

the accused had caused the victim's death. Medical evidence showed that the patient had

no- hope of recovery from the brain injury. The coroner's jury found that the removal of

the' kidney had not caused the patient's death. It returned a verdict of manslaughter

against the a~ai1ant. He' was then c.ommitted for' trial but was later found guilty only of

common assault. The unsatisfactory features of this case have left many lawyers with the

conviction that the common law should be clarified to make it plain that death may be

deter~ined by reference to irreversible loss of function of the brain. The Law Reform

Commission proposed this in. its report. ~ts propos~s, in this respect, have been accepted

in law in the Australian Capital Territory, Queensland and most ,recently the Northern

Terr itory.ll The issue is under consideration in the other States.
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More contentious was the question whe·ther a regime should be adopted by

which all persons are. to be taken as donors of organs and tissues for transplant purposes or

whether a requirement of specific donations should be retained as a security aga.inst

premature operations and to uphold the integrity of the individual and his con.trol over his

physical body.

Upon one matter within the Commission there was a division of opinion. It

related to whether it should ever be permissible for non-regenerative tissues to be

removed from living minors for transplant use. It was agreed within the Commission that'.

the normal rule should be that in the case of non-regenerative tissues, removal from" ":br' .

donation by a living person below the age of 18 years should be prohibited by law. Two

members of the Commission (Sir Zelman Cowen and Mr. Justice Brennan, then part-time

Commissioners) would allow no exception to this rule, believing that the existence of an _- ,

exception would impose unacceptable 'pressures upon siblings or other relatives which"

would be avoided if the law, defending minors, prohibited donation in every case.

majority of the Commission took the view that subject to pre-conditions relating

independent advic"e and scrutiny' by an inter-disciplinary committee headed by.a jUdge, :"~~"~ '..\

family should be allowed to solve this crisis, without absolutist prohibitions of the
12 .-,-

law. The case illustrates the fact that as in all matters of law reform, but especially

perhaps where medical science is involved, men and women of goodwill can have al(~h,~'
relevant infmmation and expertise, yet can differ fundamentally upon what the reforri{~d

law should provide~

The report of the Law Reform Commission was praised in the British M:edicaf,

Journal, not frequently given to commenting on Australian legal developments. It dec~~~ed

the report to be 'the latest oian outstandingseries':'
-

The pUblicity which the Commission's activities attracted in the course

preparing and pUblisliing the report did a lot in Australia to reme~§'ttlk:
ignorance of the public and the apathy of the medical profession towards--'thIS--i:'

important:subject. IS"

I do not say that all of the problems of medical morality and all of the highly content'folis':.,
, .-' "--'-'.'.'~'

issues raised by developments in the biological sciences are susceptible to easy law reform-' ~-"::'
.'. -'-":'::'''':'.-''

treatment. But what- is the alternative? The alternative is that technology will contif1~~_t?,'~

take us where it wilL Man's opportunity to say 'halt' will "be lost. Man's opportunit§?)~j-"
, h:"'~~, tl':-;;:

determine- the limits wi'thin which biological technology takes place will be ebando~e:~"~?~:":

will be spoken with a muted voice. Above nll, our opportunity, as a society, to·la.y':'d?w'~::,

the legal regime within which technological advances will occur, and to provi4~ i.~J:::thEt'"
consequences of those advances, will be completely lost unless we squarely ["ace 'th"~'"'

moral, professional and legal consequences of the changes that are taking place."
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<_ this "__respect that the Law Reform Commission, with its procedures for

sii~liriary~consultation, public hearings, discussion on the media and widesp~ead
'-;'~'Tty Jrivqlvemen.t, provides legislators with a well fashioned instrument by which to
~1')" ... '-.'" ,

. "tfi~ Itoo hard baskett of legal change. The alternative is that our legal instit~tions

;!be'c?me. ,more _and more irrelevant to the social and ethical. problems presented by

~Jiri~ ,:t~clinql~gy. Those who would uphold our democratic traditions will stri~e to

905; ~!I~~ ~orry end.

ivIiEFORM AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

':· ..Th~third technology which I have identified as having a profound, effect on our

:'.~::t~;~~t;ci)~ laws is the ne~ information technology. Any layman can observe the rapid

i1lei;atfon~ :-;"cif Australian society by the computer, .the word proc~or and

,-'~1K~t:ti,~~,~ons!:computers linked by telecommunications. 'It has been estimated that in

··u;~~~tfi:(:soIiputers are already part of an industry with an, annual turnover of 1,500

. illi~n per year. Over 11,000 computers are said to be in use in this countr:y. The Myers

{Committee of'Inquiry into Technological Change demonstrated a rapid absorption of

/9~~P~~~·t~c,~nology in Australia. We can see it at airports, In supermarkets, at banks,

}ffl'deed"everywhere.

",,' ...A.. number 6t.~~plications are posed for our society and its laws. These have

.:i~~~f.ied in m~y .ov~rseas ·reports.14 They have been repeatedly, stressed in

-:)Oierna'Honal confe~ences: for the technology is international and the problems are

. '.~i.rtuallY universal, at least in the western, countries which, like Australia, are absorbing

c.ompu,ter and information technology. Amongst the problems, that have been repeatedly

Identified are .the effect of the new technology on emf?loyment, its impact on national

s'ecurity ..'and defence, its results on the nattonal· language and culture, the greater

VUlnerability of the. computerised society and its impact on individua1liberties, inclUding

privacy.

One of the tasks of the Australian Law Reform. Commission requires it to look

at the im!?act of computer~sation of personal data for privacy. Of course, damaging

personal data can be kept in a pencilled notebook. However, there are well establish~d

features of the computer which create new dangers•. These. features have been identified

in many reports. They include:

The amount of data that can be stored.

The speed with which the data may be retrieved.

.The ever diminishing cost of storage and retrieval, making it feasible to retain data

that would in earlier times have been lost or supervened by sheer bulk and ex!?ense.
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The linkages that can be created to establish a 'data profIle1 from many sources.of

information, perhaps supplied for other purposes.

The establishment of a new'occup~tional group, the 'computerists' without the old

.tr"aining, ethics' and discipline even of the 'established profession.

The fact that the new technology is not generally accessible to ordinary citizens.

The tendency of the new technology towards centralisation of control.

The international dimensions: the rapid growth of overseas data b,Rses storing

personal information upon all of us for airline, credit, banking, insurance and other

purposes.

To deal with these issue~ the Law Ref~rm Commission has proposed legal reforms,

outlined in two discussion papers, the secondo! which deals specifically with Privacy -and:::
c

·Personal Information. This paper proposes new laws for the protection of privacy, the

creation of new protective bodies, including a Federal Privacy. Commi~sioner·;nrid th~·'

creation of new rules ·on data protection and data security enf.or·ceable through the

Commissioner and, in some cases, in the courts.

There are many other implications for· the new information technology and. the ';"

law. Comput.er crime is one of the· most·obvious. It will require redefini~ion of the law,:'l;jf

, 'theft' in many of the jurisdictions of Australia. In the United States, it has been held that
. .f?

theft of information itSelf or even of a computer programme is not 'theft' for leg,al

purposes. Those purposes normally imply the carrying away of goods. This illustration .

simply a.n instance of the 'way" in which the letter of the law is overtaken by hew'!'

technology. Nowadays it is the message rather than the medium that is valuable. In Hrii'e5~

gon.e-'by, it WBS adequate to protect the medium.

Th.e latest reference- to the Law Reform Commission requires reform of the

of evidence. One of the most important reasons for the giving of that reference w"~'1:he,:

growing impact of corriputerisation on the keeping of records. Normal rules

admis~ion of hearsay evidence would require the ,calling before the court of the origi.nal

maker of. a record and a close tracing of every s~ep thereafter to the final 'printout'. Yet

the very development of computers postulates the input of many hands. Indeed thn't rriRy" .
be a prime purpose. It may simply be impossible to trace those who programmed, SUPPlr~'~_'-~::::~~
and generated the data in the computer. On the one hand, the law and its offi.cers:rifi1~tr::":~:,L

not fall into the trap of accepting data as true simply because it is generated· ,by<~;:J~";)J....~
remarkable· new technology. On the ot,her hand, the lAw must not remain the;_on1~'_

decision.,.makers in society who reject-computer-generated evidence. Otherwise,ldeci_:i6ns

will be made in the courts which bear no relationship to the decisions of reasonable'r:iJ:n~i,n
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'~_') ;/.c··,

:~)3:ala,t1dng the rights of the individual and the need to utilise and accept the new

·~~~--:;p~s·es important quandaries for the Law Reform Commissio": in its evidence
" 15'
~e._:.

AW USING TECHNOLOGY

,.M~._ thesis is not only that we must be alert to the forces for change and the

)~ .adjust the law to cope with change•. 1Ve must encourage the best possible use in

;i;~_, of, the new technological advances. Lawyers tend to be frightened orf by

6-~:'~~i9gy.T~~Y tend to have come up the education stream with skills in verbal

;i~~,i.ty;'~~~torical knowledge and poetic inclinations. Yet it is important that the law
,c,-"._",_,':.:'. ..., .....

'-d,lts.. practitioners should be receptive to technological change and should not only
~,:,,")S~~<·':';·;·_':'_. _ ..

-"d9r;e~ ..itsconsequences for the substantive law but should also embrace the new

:t~.~h~~i~~ ··ro;_d: ~ut it to the be~t possible use of society in the law.

.-;"T_a~e first two cases in which technological d'evelopments have c.ome to the aid

~~gaLprocess. The shocking toll of the road is a universal phenomenon of the

post-automobile society. To natural and inevitable perils are added the special dangers

W,hicll·.r~ult from the conduct of intoxicated drivers, affected by alcohol or other drugs•

.It ~~'-·n~t ~o very longjsince prosecution evidence, in cases involving drivers charged with

Ori~~~_gw~ilst.affected by ~cohOl, was confined exclusively to impressionistic evidence.

L:~.g}hY,.;:.x~J1lination and cross-examination was required to test this evidence. Many of

tl1e·,disputes w,hich revolve afound impressionistic evidence of this kind were laid at rest
"C':;;',_ '.' .' ."........ . .

by_.tll.e, .. intrpduction of blood alcohol analysis and breath analysis. How would we have

. c~~,~-p:>;ven~ -inadequatery as we do, with the tremendous social problem of intoxicated

dr.~ying, .had.it not been for the advent of bre~th analysis equipment? The Law Reform

Commission was asked to report upon a number of defects which had become evident in

the relevant law of the Australian Capital Territory. Its report Alcohol, Drugs and Driving

le<Lto the enactment of a law, substantially ado~ting the great bulk of the Commission's

rec?mn:tendations. As in all its tasks, the Commission had a panel of consultants who

in~luded Dr N.E.W. McCallum, Reader in Forensic Medicine in the University of

Melbourne and, Dr D.G. Wilson, Queensland Government Medical Officer. The Commission

also. had the closest support and assistance from officers of the Australian Police Forces,

Federal ~d State. It concluded that the primary met~od of ascertaining th~ presence of

alcohol in the body of a suspected person sho~dbe breath B:nalysis, conducted by means of

an instrument approved for that purpose. It urged, in patticular, th~ use ·of the Model I

000 Breathalyser, with its facility to print out the results of tests conducted by it.

Atten.tion was called to other breath analysing instruments now being developed and the

need to continue comparative scientific evaluation of them) 6
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To cope with the growing problem of driving impaired by the ~onsumption of drugs other

than alcohol, new p~ovi:ions were suggested for medical examinations and the taking of

blood and other samplesnecess-ary to identif.y the presence of other intoxicating drugs.

The report acknowledged that this was a growing problem with which the law wQuldhave

to grapPle) 7 In the first paragraph ot t~e Commission's report, the way in which the

law would increasingly look to science and technology was frankly acknOWledged:

How is the law to deal justly and promptly with those members of society who

potentially or actually endanger themselves and others by driving a motor

vehicle after having consumed a relevant amount of alcohol or other drug? The

que~tion must be resolved in the context of our present law and pr!i~tice'in the

administration of criminal justice. The answers will require an examination of

scientific instruments that have been devised for the specific purpose of put~il}g

at rest many old court-room controversies. New questions are ~aised concerrifhg

the proper faith tl1at may ,be put by the law in maChines, given that th'e"-'

consequences may visit criminal penalties upon the accused. These questions

point the way for other likely advances in the years to come. It is therefore

important that at the outset we should get right our approa,ch to these '.novel
.1egal'devel~pments.18 ","

The Com.mission's report on Criminal Investigationl9 also reflected the endeavour: ,of

theComrpission, to facilitate the use, of science and technology to put at rest disput~S';~

relevant to the guilt or innnocence of. the accused. A facility for telphone warrantSiior':": '.

urgent police searches and arrests was proposed.20 This facility has now passed itiio-~aw:'Z

in the Northern Territory of Australia and there seems little doUbt that it will be a~o-p'tkdt:::;;

els"eWhere, ~s a means of retaining the benefit of independent jUdicial scrutiny of s'~rtdt1s'·<\

police actions, whilst acknowledging the special needs Of police to act promPtly-~~fr:'?J::'t

country subject to the tyranny of distance.

Many other proposals in the report could be mentioned. One of them' suggefted'::

the use of phot~graPhytorecord an identity parade arid to place befate the jury th'e-'~~y'·:c':.
in which the accused was identified, where Identity is \n issue.2l The comm6r{'~i~:W"'~
acknOWledges the special dangers of convictions based on identity evidence.22 The':'n:~.~a;i '

to protect against wro~gful convictions on erroneous identification evidence canri6~':be "

met entirely by the facility of photography or video-:-recording. But a start must be mllde;,"":
Placing .before the tribunal C?f fact, jUdge or jury, the actual evidence m~y be in'firiitelY~~':'":-

. preferable to a courtroom debate, months later, concerning what occurred.
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-This principle applies equally to tape recording of confessional evidence. One

::i~e~:~;ter another, in Britain and Australia, has recommended the introduction of
:~'eco~~~'ing 'of confessions to police.23 Nobody believes that tape recording CQuid
'i"~ '-i· '".'.. .

_'9~_g.g~d":_without problems, costs and difficulties. Nobody believes that the tape

,~~f'wJ11 .be the complete answer to disputed evidence concerning what was said to

'-·-·~:_:.~ut~"is there any doubt that, in time, sound (and probably video) recording of

esSions to', police will be used to put before the tribunal of fact the actual, alleged

esSion of the accused? Quite apart from official committees of inquiry, the courts are

.~~,:VJit·h:iricr_easinginsistence', suggesting that tape recordings should be used.24

Aside from develo~ments such as these, there is little doubt that the new

J'grmation technology will ~rovide many benefits for the legal ~rofession itself. Word

··Ocessors.are now a commonplace in many Australian legal offices. The Commonwealth

,::~t~'fut~~'ra;181r~adYcom~uterised. Astart has been made to computerise the decisions of

ti1!h,e," High g,ourt of Australia; The Australian Law Reform Commission has used the

:,?:~~o,.mputer to search the Commonwealth statutes and to identify'inconsistencies and

3:;.:~,Y~tinoded ;~rov,isions. We have already used com~uters to analyse surveys conducted in

'"<connection with a number of our ~rojects.

',' CONCLUSION: CAN OUR INSTITUTIONS COPE?

In this short sketch, I have been able to'do little more than to outline the way in

'Which technology affects the law, its institutions, its personnel and its procedures. Tn

.~~~es gone by, there was usually a 'time cushion' between an important technological

development 'and the neeci to provide for its social and legal consequences. Enough has

been said to show that technological change comes upon us today at an' exponential rate.

Whether it is in the energy sciences, biological sciences or the new information

'technology, we are seeing change~ occur that dazzle the· mind and have gone beyond the

understariding of most laymen•.

Some pessimistic observers say that our institutions, including our legal

institutions, will not be able to cope with these changes. Alvin Tofner, in his latest book,

'The Third Wave', prognosticates a breakdown of the lawmaking institutions of the \lestern

community. On the other hand, within Australia, we have developed one means by which

OUr legislators can be assisted to face squarely, and with the best available

interdisciplinary advice, the problems posed by technology. I refer to the law reform

commissions, and specifically to the Australian Commission~ r'suggest that this work is

wo.rthy of the support of all citizens concerned that our democratic lawmaking

institutions should survive artd that in the midst of so many scientific and technological

changes, we should not get away from a society ruled for the ordinary man and woman.
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